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Liebe Züchter &
Vogelfreunde,
I  already announced in the November

issue of our new magazine that we want

to support the endangered Golden-

shouldered Parrot (Psephotus

chrysopterygius) in its habitat in

Australia.  Together with the organization

"Artemis Nature Fund",  which alone fights

for the protection of these birds in

Northern Australia,  we are also setting an

example here in Europe.

Goldschultersittiche
In this issue you can get a comprehensive

picture of the current dangers and

conservation efforts of the Golden-

shouldered Parrot in Northern Australia.

We are in direct contact with the team

overthere,  which consists of only two

leading people but works incredibly

efficiently.  So we and you know exactly

where the donations go. >> Thanks in

advance to anyone who donates.

"You don't have a heart for people and

one for animals.  You have one heart or

none at al l .”  (Alphonse de Lamartine)

 

Thank you very much, 

your Franz Dahlheim

www.your-parrot.com
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Drawing made by Your Parrot Magazine.

Available on our poster.  See page 36 in

the magazine or on Etsy.  



About the
magazine

Our hobby, Aviculture,  needs growth and

needs to become more modern. That was

always my goal with "Your Parrot" .  With

over 200,000 subscribers,  we are now on

social  media,  probably the largest channel

in Europe that reports daily about the

husbandry,  breeding, nutrit ion and habitat

of exotic birds.  However,  there are not

always enough opportunities to go into

detail  about methods of feeding,

husbandry and research projects.  So it  was

time to create a digital  and free magazine

that would answer many of the open

questions.  Classic print media are

expensive,  mostly out of date and often no

longer reach the target group that keeps

our hobby going. That's why our free

magazine is now available to accompany

the @dein_papagei social  media channel

with the active support of breeders,

veterinarians and researchers from all

over the world.

The trend is towards quality instead of

quantity in when it  comes to breed

birds.  "Close-to-nature" aviaries and

feeding appropriate to the species are

the desired goals of younger keepers.

The husbandry conditions have evolved

over the years,  and are strengthened by

new findings in research. This magazine

is intended to be a medium for

networking, further education and the

continuous improvement of the bird

husbandry.  Be a part of "Your Parrot" -

when it  comes to the most beautiful

hobby in the world.  We have to hand

over this hobby to the next generation.

Author,  Founder & Birdlover:  

Franz Dahlheim

Email :  info@deinpapagei.com

www.your-parrot.com

dein_papagei

Instal l  the Instagram app

now and receive dai ly

v ideos and posts
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Birds improve psychological
well-being

NEWS
December 2022

New research from King's College London has
found that seeing or hearing birds is linked to
improvements in mental well-being that can
last up to eight hours. This improvement was
also evident in people diagnosed with
depression - the world's most common mental
illness - pointing to the potential role of avian
life in supporting people with mental illness. The
study, published in Scientific Reports, used the
Urban Mind smartphone application to collect
people's real-time reports of mental well-being
alongside their reports of seeing or hearing
birdsong. “There is growing evidence of the
psychological benefits of being in nature, and
we intuitively think that the presence of
birdsong and birds would help lift our spirits.

However, there is little research that has examined the effects of birds
on mental health in real time and in a real setting. With the Urban Mind
app, we have shown for the first time the direct connection between
seeing or hearing birds and positive mood. We hope this evidence can
demonstrate the importance of protecting birds and providing
environments that encourage birds, not only for biodiversity but also
for our mental health," reported Ryan Hammoud, research assistant at
the Department of Psychiatry, Psychology and Neuroscience (IoPPN)
from King's College London.

Encourage birds,
not just for

biodiversity, but
for our mental

health."

www.your-parrot.com
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Foto: Pchoui, Setophaga ruticilla
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NEWS
December 2022

Microplastics found for the
first time in birds of prey

Microplastic contamination of the environment likely
began not long after the first piece of plastic was
thrown away, says Linda Walters, a Pegasus
professor in UCF's Department of Biology and a co-
author of the study. Animal ingestion of large pieces
of plastic was first noted in the 1960s, and around
2010 an increased focus on microplastic ingestion
began, she says. Previous studies have documented
increasing levels of microplastics in the gut of fish,
seabirds and filter-eating invertebrates such as
oysters. There have also been recent reports of
whales dying from eating dozens of pounds of
plastic, including plastic bags. However, birds of prey
have not been thoroughly studied, also due to their
protected status. With the center's permits, UCF
researchers were able to examine the stomach
contents of 63 birds, and the most common types of
microplastic found in the birds were microfibers,
which accounted for 86 percent of the plastic found.
Microfibers can come from synthetic rope or
clothing and enter ecosystems via washing machine
wastewater.

"Birds of prey are top predators in the ecosystem, and by changing the
population or health of the top predator, they completely transform all
the animals, organisms and habitats below them in the food web," says
Julia Carlin, the study's lead author and a graduate student in the
Faculty of Science Biology of the UCF.

The accumulation
of microplastics
in their digestive
systems could

lead to poisoning,
starvation and

death.

A new study from the University of Central Florida
has confirmed and quantified for the first time the
presence of microplastics in terrestrial and aquatic
birds of prey in Florida, including hawks, ospreys and
owls. Microplastics are small pieces of plastic -
smaller than the size of a pencil tip - that come from
larger plastic parts such as synthetic clothing, or
that are made small for use in health and beauty
products or industrial purposes. The study, recently
published online in the journal Environmental
Pollution, is important because birds of prey are
critical to a functioning ecosystem. The
accumulation of microplastics in their digestive
systems could lead to poisoning, starvation and
death.

Photo: Fisch & Plastik
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Seeds can only be used to a l imited extent for feeding exotic birds.  This was shown

in our last report in issue no. 1  /  November 2022.  In several tests worldwide, it  has

been proven that seed mixtures,  especially those containing sunflower seeds,

contained higher concentrations of aflatoxins and other mycotoxins than any other

type of pet food.

Aflatoxins are naturally occurring mycotoxins that were f irst detected in the mold

"Aspergil lus f lavus" and have been shown to cause the dangerous apsergil losis

disease in many parrots.  Aspergil losis is a disease of birds caused by moulds,

primarily from the Aspergil lus genus.  It  is  the most common respiratory disease in

captive parrots.  This is hardly surprising, since seeds are mainly fed to simplify

feeding. In the natural environment of the birds (habitat) ,  this type of disease

occurs rarely or not at al l ,  s ince the natural food of our exotic birds usually does

not consist of seeds,  but preferably of fruits and their seeds,  leaves,  bark,  semi-ripe

seeds (grasses,  tree seeds,  etc.) ,  blossoms and buds as well  as roots.

Aspergil losis is a typical factor disease that is favored by poor husbandry and

feeding and stress.  Feed (seeds) contaminated with fungal spores is the main

cause of this usually fatal  respiratory disease.  In the case of pellets,  this r isk is

largely el iminated by the way the raw material  is  treated.

High levels of aflatoxin in
seed mixtures for birds
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Diet Franz Dahlheim, Your Parrot
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"The habit of treating all parrots as seed

eaters was a fallacy that negatively

impacted our parrots' health and feeding

behavior." Franz Dahlheim. The picture

shows a Senegal parrot (Poicephalus

senegalus) feeding on the pollen of an

acacia tree. The main diet of these parrots

are countless fruits, plants, flowers, semi-

ripe seeds and even insects.
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The key is to transport the purchased newcomers to their new aviaries as quickly

and gently as possible.  The aviary should be completely disinfected and all  perches

should be renewed and dry.  Fresh water and fruit should be available in sufficient

quantities in addition to the food they are already used to.  Attention should also

be paid to the transport box itself .  It  defeats the purpose of having an

exceptionally clean aviary at home but transporting the birds in a carrier that may

never have been washed in their l ives.  Many times I  have seen people buying birds

from breeders and dealers with their transport boxes or cages full  of old seeds,

shriveled fruit and dried droppings.  Even after taking sick birds to a vet,  some

people don't clean their carriers thoroughly enough.

Bringing new arrivals home is always exciting! However,  some problems may arise

soon after.  In al l  the excitement and enthusiasm of buying new birds,  we miss the

transport,  feed changes,  stress and whole new germs and bacteria waiting for the

new arrivals in our aviaries.  Birds are very sensitive animals that can react

unexpectedly to stress.  Our instinct is then always to accuse the seller of sell ing

sick birds without questioning our own actions.

Introduce new birds to your stock

We are different:

only 6.5% fat

only 11.2% protein

with vegetables,
berries, fruits and
herbs
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Husbandry Franz Dahlheim, Your Parrot

www.your-parrot.com



Quarantining new arrivals is always the best choice.  As mentioned earl ier ,  stress

alone can cause problems. Make sure the quarantine cage isn't  so inadequate that

that alone causes stress.  Assuming that a bird wil l  be comfortable in tiny cages for

about three weeks is incorrect and certainly not a good management.  Every time

you change food and water and the bird tries to escape naturally,  it  wil l  be

stressed because a small  cage wil l  prevent it  from exercising its escape reflex.

Every bird is unique and gets used to new conditions,  temperatures or food

changes more or less quickly.  It  can take anywhere from a few hours to months for

new birds to settle in with you. Known feed mixtures often make the change

easier.  I f  you wish to change the type of food, for example to pellets,  you can do so

at a later date without worry.  For the f irst few days,  children, dogs and especially

cats should be kept strictly away from the newcomers.  New birds wil l  thank you if

you stick to a daily routine of feeding and cleaning, this wil l  give them the rhythm

they need.

4

Quarantine

Husbandry Franz Dahlheim, Your Parrot
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Observe the feeding habits,  the droppings and

the birds overall  health.  Any change in this

area can indicate that something is wrong. If

you notice any abnormal behavior or

suspicious droppings,  contact an avian

veterinarian immediately.  Don't just serve any

vitamin drops to "peep up" your bird,  instead

request a complete examination from your

vet.  This includes a blood count,  organ image

and an examination for known viruses.  You

should have tested the latter when you

bought it  or immediately after bringing the

birds into the quarantine station. The picture

shows a small  quarantine station of a 

 breeder.  Care must always be taken to ensure

easy cleaning without spreading (plague mats,

gloves,  etc.) .

Photo: Franz Dahlheim



 
T H I S  I S  B I R D F O O D
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Pyrrhura roseifrons



At the beginning of November I

was on the African continent for

the f irst t ime, more precisely in

Egypt on the Red Sea coast.  I

didn't have a specif ic photographic

goal and wasn't expecting too

much, it  was a family vacation

after al l .  I  was just lying on the

beach to relax a bit when I  spotted

an approaching coastal Osprey in

the corner of my eye,  which shortly

afterwards landed on the water.

My camera was sti l l  in the

accommodation room, so I  ran

back as fast as I  could to get it .

When I  got back to the beach, I

hadn't taken two pictures of the

beautiful  bird when a large black

dot appeared on the horizon.

Photography Hannes Bonzheim, Kaiserstuhl, Germany, (Part 2)

Feathers in Focus - Part II

In the f irst issue of the Your Parrot magazine

(November) you got to know me a l itt le and learned

how I came to my passion for bird l i fe and the nature

photography that goes with it .  In the second part of

my article,  I  would l ike to take you back to a few

selected places and moments that I  was able to

capture with the camera.
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You can't force happiness
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I  looked through the camery:  "An osprey"!  Of course,  he was far too far away to take

any useful photos of him, but suddenly he pushed into the sea,  but came up

unsuccessfully.  " It 's  a pity that he doesn't catch a f ish in front of me," I  thought,

and at the same moment I  realized that the osprey was f lying straight at me. . .  " It

won't?!"  Yes!  That's exactly what he did,  he fel l  into the water less than 15 meters

from me and came up with a big surgeonfish! However,  this was anything but easy

and so he struggled visibly hard out of the water and flew away. I  would have

expected a lot in Egypt,  but certainly not an osprey at this distance!

There is a very nice quote that reflects this situation well :  “Happiness is l ike a l itt le

bird,  i f  we chase it  we wil l  never catch it ,  but if  we stop, it  wil l  perch on our

shoulder”.  The osprey didn't land on my shoulder,  but it  gave me an unforgettable

experience and an amazing photo.

Photography Hannes Bonzheim, Kaiserstuhl, Germany, (Part 2)
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Photography

Holidays in the mountains!  I  spent two weeks in Austria during the summer

holidays last year.  I  enjoy holidays in the mountains,  although from a bird-

photographic point of view they are not always productive.  I  was curious to see

what would be discovered and already on the f irst evening in our holiday resort

things seemed to be going well .  From the window of a nice l itt le restaurant,  while

waiting for my meal,  I  watched many house martins buzzing around in the nearby

meadow. I  kept thinking there was something else f lying around, bigger and more

agile,  but I  couldn't make out what it  was until  it  suddenly f lew very close to the

window pane. In fact,  it  wasn't a house martin,  but a Eurasian crag martin,  which I

only knew from the Black Forest in Germany, when passing through the Ladnscape!

It  was clear to me that I  wouldn't get a better chance of photographing crag

martins anytime soon, so I  went straight back to the same spot the next morning.

Impressive aviators

Photo: Crag Martin, Hannes Bonzheim
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Hannes Bonzheim, Kaiserstuhl, Germany, (Part 2)



The swallows were busy f lying again,  but it  was pouring rain,  so that I  was

completely soaked after 5 minutes despite my rain jacket and had to stop. A few

days later the bad weather f inally improved and the sky was sl ightly cloudy. Now

let's go! Unfortunately,  there were no swallows to be seen at the restaurant,  but I

found them a few blocks away in a small  vi l lage parking lot.  There were even three

crag martins today,  so optimal conditions.  However,  one must not forget that they

are sti l l  swallows and these birds are not among the slowest.  Swallows are

lightning fast and can change direction, but after a few approaches I  knew where

they regularly f lew by and I  got the f irst shots.  After about three hours the

spectacle was over and I  made my way back satisfied.  Who would have thought

that a secluded vi l lage parking lot next to a small  r iver in Banana Alley could

photograph such magnificent birds.

Photography Hannes Bonzheim, Kaiserstuhl, Germany, (Part 2)

Photo: Habitat of the Crag Martins in Austria, Hannes Bonzheim
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The European greenfinch is one of the best-known songbirds in Germany and is

widespread. As a resident bird,  it  stays in its breeding area al l  year round and often

flocks to the garden feeding station in winter.  For almost three years I  have been

feeding birds on an old orchard not far from my house to help them get through

the cold,  nutrient-poor season. In the meantime, 27 different species have already

visited the bird feeder and it  is  a great change in the cold winter season to be able

to observe and photograph the bird species,  which often l ive so hidden in summer,

up close.  The greenfinches are not only interesting photo motifs because of their

magnificent plumage, but also because of their quarrelsome nature,  which always

leads to exciting action photos.  Hardly any bird species can hold its own against

the greenfinch, apart from the hawfinch, also known as the f inch king.

Naturfotografie Hannes Bonzheim, Kaiserstuhl (Teil 2)
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As a great lover of softbil ls and of turacos in particular,  I  have always dreamed of

being able to get some species in our aviaries that do not belong to the turacos or

to the genus Musophaga (which only has 2 species,  but in breeding centers is well

established and is already well  bred).

After many years of unsuccessful searching, a fr iend from Eastern Europe wrote me

that he had gotten his hands on some "other" turacos,  namely a small  group of

Western Plantain-eaters (Crinifer piscator) ,  a large gray turaco, which although

they belongs to the turaco family,  but form it own genus "Crinifer" .  So the big time

had come for me. I  thought take the next step and try a new challenge. I  was afraid

I wasn't ready, but on the other hand, I  knew this was an opportunity I  couldn't let

go.

Husbandry Crinifer piscator, Lorenzo Diva, Italy
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Husbandry Guide of the
Western Plantain-eater (Crinifer piscator)

Photo: Crinifer Piscator by the author Lorenzo Diva from Italy



 
T H I S  I S  B I R D F O O D

Photo: Agami, Crinifer piscator
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Within a week I  was able to organize a number of transports and changes of

ownership that enabled me to have them arrive to my home. The trio (2 males and 1

female) are housed in a separate outdoor aviary for quarantine purposes.

Immediately they seem to have adapted well  to my aviaries and begin to

accompany their various species-specif ic behaviors with vocalizations and

movements that are completely different from the actual turacos.  After the

quarantine period, which lasted several weeks in a 2x1 meter aviary,  I  moved the

three birds to an aviary measuring approx.  9m x 2m x 3.5m, divided into heated

indoor areas and outdoor aviaries (both completely planted).

Husbdandry Crinifer piscator, Lorenzo Diva, Italy
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The photo shows the planted and

around 3.5 meter high outdoor aviary

by author Lorenzo Diva from Italy



Immediately they showed interest in the

nest and after about two months,  I  found

the first egg (sl ightly bluer than that of

green turaco) and the second egg two

days apart.  I  then decided to leave the

eggs to the trio as the species was rarely

bred in captivity and l itt le was known

about breeding characteristics here.  All

three black-tailed noisebirds hatched the

eggs, which surprised me greatly.

However,  the female was more dominant

in the nest than the other two male birds.

After a period of about 30 days (I  couldn't

count exactly,  so as not to disturb the

breeding process in any way) the f irst

young birds hatched. I  have not observed

any changes to routine or food intake after

hatching. The feed consists of about 70%

fresh fruit with low iron content consisting

of papaya and blueberries,  various

vegetables such as carrots,  corn,  tender

greens (I  use kale,  mizuna lettuce and

nasturtium here,  which are organically

farmed to avoid contamination with

pesticides) and pollen as well  as various

vegetables depending on the season and

30% dry food consisting of pellets for soft

bil ls .  The two males took their t ime

feeding and defending the baby.

Husbandry Crinifer piscator, Lorenzo Diva, Italy
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diet and breeding

In the meantime, the female laid two

more eggs in another nest,  but these

turned out to be unferti l ized. My tip for

young breeders:  Don't dream, try!

Nothing is impossible,  your Lorenzo

from Italy.

Photo: Feed mixture for Crinifer piscator



Husbandry Crinifer piscator, Lorenzo Diva, Italy
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The photos show the Crinifer

piscator in the planted indoor

aviary. In the picture below

you can clearly see the young

bird, which does not yet show

long feathers on the neck.The

22 years old, Lorenzo Diva is

already experienced in

breeding various soft eaters

and supports the English

edition of "Your Parrot

Magazin" in Italy. Lorenzo can

be seen on the left with the

rare Corythaeola cristata.

impressions



Breeder Program at Your 
Parrot Birdfood starting 2023
Bird breeding has a long tradition and is one of the highlights of our hobby.

Successful breeding requires a lot of experience and sensitivity.  We at Your

Parrot support you in your project with valuable food, know-how and a fair

partnership.  Our extruded pellets contain al l  the important amino acids and

minerals your birds need for the breeding season. Beside this we offer different

nut mixtures,  premium soft eggfood and a range of supplements for a discounted

price for breeders.  Get in touch with us to be part of our exciting journey: 

Email :  info@deinpapagei.com

Our "Vital  Pellets Fruit & Vegetable Blend" as well  as our "Vital  Pellets Herb

Blend" are developed in such a way that they can make up 100% of the diet of

your parrots and parakeets.  However,  i f  fresh fruits and vegetables are provided

daily to add variety to the diet,  we recommend that our mix should account for

no less than 70-80% of the total intake. Parrots whose main diet is our "Vital

Pellets" should not be given any other vitamin or mineral supplements.

20

“A balanced diet for adult birds ensures

healthy young birds. A lack of calcium can

lead to malformations or even provoke laying

difficulties in the hen."



Reproductive diseases are very common in bird breeding and this condition could

happened in every time during reproductive season. Males and females parrot can

develop various problem related to reproductive tracts but female are the most

predisposed one. All  species of parrot could suffer of inflammation /  infection of

reproductive tract,  egg binding or distocia.  

Egg-binding is medically defined as the fai lure of the egg to pass through the

reproductive tract within a normal period of t ime. Distocia is considered due to a

mechanical/obstructive issue. Both conditions can be l i fe-threatening. Cockatiels,

budgerigars,  lovebirds,  Cockatoos and Amazon parrots have increased risk for egg

binding and dystocia.  Normal transit t ime through the reproductive tract varies

among species and even among individuals but,  i f  we considered the most

common species kept as pets,  it  is  generally between 24 and 48 hours.

The female reproductive tract are divided into ovary and oviduct.  Anatomically

and fisiologically the oviduct could be further divided in three parts named

magnum, isthmus and uterus or shell  gland

24

Dr. Biagio Chianese, Med. Vet,  European

Certif icate in Exotic Animal,  Specialist in

Infectious Diseases,  Member of European

Association of Avian Veterinarian, Italy 

Egg binding from a specialist's point
of view

Avian Medicine Dr. Biagio Chianese, Specialist in Infectious Diseases, Italy

21
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Fig.1 :  Female reproductive tract

It  is  important to remember that egg could

be blocked in every part of the oviduct and

for this reason attempt to resolve by

yourself  the issue, must be avoid.   

There may be an history of recent egg

laying with a sudden cessation of egg

production: daily nests inspection is

mandatory!  (Fig.  2) .  Sometimes birds are

novice egg layers.  Delayed transit of the

egg through the oviduct can be due to

issues with the egg being malformed,

bigger than normal or positioned

erroneusly.  

Other cause of sudden Egg binding or

distocia could be chronic egg laying (Fig.3)

that results in depletion of body stores of

calcium, selenium and Vitamin E that

provoked oviductal muscle atony results in

delayed oviposition. For this reason, a good

dietary supplementation of vitamins and

calcium is always desirable before and

during the breeding season. 

Fig.1: Female reproductive tract

Fig.2. Daily nests inspection and count of the egg laid 

Avian Medicine Dr. Biagio Chianese, Specialist in Infectious Diseases, Italy
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Fig.3.  Eggs collected by an owner from a

single female lovebird during a breeding

season

Clinical signs of egg binding or distocia are:

abdominal swell ing, dyspnea, lethargy,

anorexia,  wide-based stance, hind l imb

weakness or paresis (Fig.4) .  

Fig.4.  Abdominal swell ing in female lovebird

(Agapornis roseicoll is) .  This signs could be

very severe so it  is  important to don’t waste

time and to call  your specialized Avian

Veterinarian immediately.  In order to make a

diagnosis as rel iable as possibile,  diagnostic

tests such as radiograph and ultrasound are

necessary (Fig.5) .  Also blood analysis are

useful to determine infection and/or

inflammation of reproductive tracts.  

2624

Fig.3. Eggs collected by an owner from a single female
lovebird during a breeding season

Fig.4. Abdominal swelling in female lovebird
(Agapornis roseicollis). 

Therapy wil l  be decided on the basis of the diagnosis and can vary from medical

therapy (through the aid of injectable or oral  drugs) to surgical therapy for the

most serious cases.  The surgical treatment of choice is Salpingohysterectomy or,  i f

oviduct is not too altered, Salpingotomy to preserve reproductive activity of

female(Fig.6)

Âvian Medicine Dr. Biagio Chianese, Specialist in Infectious Diseases, Italy
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Fig.  5:  A.Ultrasound in a lovebird

presented for abdominal swell ing and

anorexia.  B.  Egg removed after surgery.

Comparison between X-rays shape and

real shape. Note second adherent shell .  

Avian Medicine Dr. Biagio Chianese, Specialist in Infectious Diseases, Italy
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Verschiedene Schritte einer
Salpingotomie bei einem
Unzertrennlichen mit Legenot.

In conclusion, egg binding or distocia are always serious conditions that can be

fatal for the patient’s health.  A quick recognition by the breeder and a targeted

veterinary intervention can both save the patient’s l i fe and preserve that bird for

the next breeding season.  

Fig.6.Various step of a
Salpingotomy in lovebird with

distocia and egg retention.
 

Vogelmedizin Dr. Biagio Chianese, Spezialist für Infektionskrankheiten, Italien
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T H I S  I S  B I R D F O O D

Northiella haematogaster
haematorrhous
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Husbandry Julian Freller, Agapornis Pullarius, Österreich

The special husbandry of the Red-
headed Lovebird (Agapornis pullarius)
The Red-headed lovebird reaches a size of 13 to 15 cm and a weight of 35 to 45g.

The adult male is green in color.  The underwings are

black and the rump l ight blue.  It  is  colored orange-red from the forehead to the

throat.  The feet are grey-brown with dark brown claws. The female is similar in

coloration, with the underwings greyish and the facial  mask yellow-orange.

The juveniles resemble the female,  with the upper beak having a black coloration

at the base.  The sex can already be determined in the nest box.  Males have

black/dark underwings and females grey/green. There are two species:  Agapornius

pullarius pullarius & Agapornius pullarius ugandae. The differences are very small

and the two species have probably already mixed. Ugandae is said to have a

lighter rump colouration.

Distribution: The distribution area extends from West Africa to the East.  They l ive

in family groups at an altitude of mostly 1200 m and inhabit bushy savannahs with

isolated stands of trees,  where they also take up most of their food. Among them

are mainly semi-ripe seeds,  small  seeds,  fruits and figs.

31

Photo: Iggino v. Bael, male Red-headed Lovebird
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Husbandry Julian Freller, Agapornis Pullarius, Österreich

A tricky bird
Of the Lovebird species,  the Red-headed Lovebird is the least commonly kept and

bred. It  is  best to keep the birds at a room temperature between 17 and 22

degrees,  as they need a lot of warmth. The birds can be kept well  in spacious

breeding boxes or in aviaries.  A minimum size of 140x80x80 cm is desirable,

although the bigger the better.  The birds l ike to gnaw, so fresh branches should

always be available.

Photo: Julian Freller, Breeding pair
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Husbandry Julian Freller, Agapornis Pullarius, Österreich

Careful choice of the right diet
A daily feeding and a daily water change should be

part of the standard for every bird owner.  The birds

mainly eat smaller seeds.  The basic food for me is a

mixture for lovebirds without sunflowers,  which I  mix

with wild herbs,  forest bird seeds,  exotic food,

vegetable seeds and milk thistle seed. I  feed this 

 mixture dry and sprouted. For breeding they also get

egg food for small  parakeets,  which is enriched with

grated carrots,  peas,  corn,  rowan berries and with

Nekton MSA, S and E.  Of course,  mil let in every

degree of r ipeness should not be missing either!  Of

course,  a species-appropriate diet also includes

minerals such as cuttlefish and small  mineral stones

to ensure good digestion.

Photo: Julian Freller, feed preparation
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Husbandry Julian Freller, Agapornis Pullarius, Österreich

A unique nest
Natural cork has proven itself  as a nesting material ,  which I  put into a nesting box

measuring about 30x20x22 cm. I  leave the top 2 cm free so that I  can l i ft  the cork

plates better when checking the nest.  I  make the entrance hole on the bottom

left or r ight,  because the Red-headed lovebirds f irst dig diagonally upwards and

then 90° along the nest box.  I  don't use a heating mat because it 's  not necessary

at a room temperature of 20°.  My couples keep the nesting boxes in the aviaries

for the whole year because they go there to sleep.

Photo: Julian Freller, stages of development
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Husbandry Julian Freller, Agapornis Pullarius, Österreich

Breeding season
The breeding season is between September and February and is noticeable when

the female stays in the nest box during the day and the male behaves more

nervously in the aviary.  Egg laying occurs every two days.  The clutch is between

three and five eggs,  although I  have one pair that laid six to nine eggs.  Incubation

starts with the third egg and if  everything goes well ,  the young hatch after about

22 days.  The young birds are ringed between 10-14 days with a 4.5 mm ring. When

they are about 42 days old,  the young leave the nest during the day.  After another

14 days,  the young eat independently.  You can leave the young birds with the

adults for a while.  I f  aggressive behavior is observed, they must be separated. At

the latest after separating the birds,  I  clean the nesting box and fi l l  it  with new

cork sheets.

Conclusion: Red-headed lovebirds are easy to keep and breed nowadays quite

regularly.  I  can only recommend this species to anyone who has the necessary

temperatures for housing and wants to take the time for the somewhat more

complex feeding.

Photo: Fabrice Stoger, Red-headed Lovebird, male, in habitat
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THE LAST
HOUR
G O L D E N - S H O U L D E R E D  P A R R O T S

Only  50 ind iv iduals  left  in  Artemis,
Austra l ia .

Ma ke a  mar k!
Join  us &
Donate!

Photo: Steven Pratt 33



Once considered a strong-hold,  the Artemis population is now down to

approximately 50 birds,  including sub-adults,  as they contract further southwards

inside the property.  Successive recovery plans have specif ied securing the

northern l imit of the species’  distribution as a priority,  which occurs on Artemis.

The problem

Parrot habitats on Artemis have become thick with trees and shrubs because of

grazing and altered fire regimes. As a result ,  ambush predators,  such as

butcherbirds and feral  cats,  are now more common and hunt more successfully on

parrots at al l  stages of their l i fe cycle.  Some important food plants have also

disappeared.

Our solution:  Restore 5000 hectares of habitat

In order to save Golden-shouldered Parrots on Artemis,  we wil l  restore 5,000

hectares of habitat to an open structure using a series of management actions.

These actions have been developed in consultation with Thaypan and Olkola

Traditional Owners,  through the Golden-shouldered Parrot Recovery Team.

Habitat Artemis Nature Fund
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Aktuelle Situation in Australien

Artemis Station, Cape York, Australia

Photo: Kerry Wakefield

 

https://artemis.org.au/golden-shouldered-parrot-recovery-team-letter-of-support/


SECOND, AREAS WILL BE THINNED OR
CLEARED, TO RESET HABITATS TO AN OPEN

STATE. THIS INCLUDES AREAS WHERE
PARROTS STILL OCCUR, BUT ALSO AREAS

WHICH HAVE BEEN ABANDONED.
 

FIRST,  WE WILL ALLOW GRASSES TO RECOVER BY
MANAGING CATTLE. MORE THAN 2,000 HECTARES
HAVE ALREADY BEEN DE-STOCKED AND GRAZING

WILL BE MANAGED CAREFULLY IN THE
REMAINING AREA. ARTEMIS IS A WORKING CATTLE

STATION AND SO, IMPORTANTLY, ONE OF OUR
GOALS IS TO ESTABLISH A GRAZING REGIME THAT

WILL ALLOW PARROTS AND BEEF PRODUCTION
TO CO-EXIST.

 

THIRD, TO MAINTAIN THE OPEN STRUCTURE
OF HABITATS INTO THE FUTURE, A SPECIFIC

FIRE REGIME WILL BE APPLIED .  AND
FINALLY, FERAL ANIMALS, SUCH AS PIGS AND

CATS, WILL BE CONTROLLED.
 

STEP 3

STEP 1

STEP 2
H A B I T A T

3  S T E P S  T O  R E S T O R E  T H E
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Using robust scientif ic methods,  we are establishing a “pre-management”

baseline for things l ike butcherbird density,  feral  cat activity and vegetation

cover.  As habitats are restored, we wil l  continue to monitor these indicators to

make sure our actions are working and make adjustments as necessary.  This

includes monitoring closely for signs that parrots are moving back into restored

habitats.

Habitat Artemis Nature Fund
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Meet the Artemis Team

Sue co-owns Artemis station and has been involved with

Golden-shouldered Parrot conservation for over thirty

years.  She co-authored previous Recovery Plans for the

species and sits on the Golden-shouldered Parrot

Recovery Team.

Dr.  Steve Murphy works to make conservation through

land management a reality.  He has worked for various

agencies and organizations across Australia,  mainly in

the Northern and Central  regions.  His areas of expertise

include fire ecology and management,  predator ecology

and management,  threatened bird recovery,  and spatial

analysis.  Steve sits on the Golden-shouldered Parrot

Recovery Team.

SUE

STEVE



Habitat Artemis Nature Fund
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You have to know that

So, here's a closer shot of the habitat that was restored this year.  The area was

once open grassland, with occasional large trees popping up. But many small

trees and dense bushes have spread massively in recent decades.  This al lowed

predators such as feral  cats & birds of prey to ki l l  more parrots.

In the photo you can see the termite mounds where the golden-shouldered

parrots nest.  And if  we can see them in this photo,  that means the habitat should

now be open enough for the parrots to see predators coming if  they use them for

nesting! Makes sense right?



Habitat Artemis Nature Fund
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Create open living spaces

We are clearing trees and shrubs that have encroached on the once-open habitats

of the Golden-shouldered Parrot.  Once the ecosystem is reset in this way, we wil l

keep it  in optimal open state through the use of f ire management.  Here a quinine

bush was fel led and sprayed with a small  amount of herbicide to prevent

regrowth. (picture below left)

Before

After



Habitat Artemis Nature Fund
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That's how it works

Sue Shephard helps Andy Lil ly with a brushcutter harness before beginning work

to reduce unnaturally tal l  vegetation around the parrot nests.  All  of this work

costs money.

Sue Shephard, owner of Artemis and global board member for golden-shouldered

parakeets,  inspects a nest built  into a conical termite mound.

Photo:  Braydon Moloney



Habitat Artemis Nature Fund
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The last ones

The size of the termite mounds is considerable.  They serve as breeding grounds

and are extensively measured to get more information about their natural behavior.

The picture below shows a young pair of Golden-shouldered Parrots.

Photo: Jim Bendon, Termite Mound, Cape York , Australia

Photo: Marc Sanders



Habitat Author, Franz Dahlheim
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This photo shows a breeding male of the Golden-shouldered

Parrot in the facility of a breeder friend in Germany. There I

meticulously documented all the data on feeding (amount &

type), the intake of minerals (amount, type, periods) and

breeding (nest box, clutches, temperatures, feed intake).



Aviculture Author, Franz Dahlheim
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Breeding project in Germany

Photo: Franz Dahlheim, selecting the young birds for the 2023 breeding project

The husbandry of the Golden-shouldered Parrot in Europe has been rare and not

very successful since some animals were imported to Germany in the 1970s.  The

population of Golden-shouldered Parrots kept in aviaries is widely scattered

throughout Europe and is poorly known. However,  in the future it  wil l  depend on

each individual bird.

Only through a coordinated cooperation of al l  breeders is it  possible to keep this

species in our aviaries and thus a safety stock for Australia.  Since I  am very

interested in this sepcies and their husbandry,  I  visited the last successful

breeders of their kind and documented everything in detail .  The result is a

collection of valuable knowledge for keeping & breeding as well  as the protection

project in Australia.  The following photo shows me selecting my future pairs for

the breeding project in 2023.  Many of the successful breeders are well  over 80

years old.  Their knowledge had to be documented and recorded for the future.  An

exciting and at the same time extremely detailed breeding and husbandry report

wil l  fol low from me in the next issue.
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